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NEXUS is a next-generation synthesizer of the highest
quality that will make your dreams come true. addition to
any set of professional tools, now its use has become not
only a quick, but also an easy process. Ease of use,
amazing autonomy, and keeping up with the latest market
trends has been PELOTON's creed since its inception.
Nexus is a new synthesizer with a high-resolution CCD,
24-bit digital processor and four LCD displays.
Combining these technologies with traditional keyboard
mechanics, the company was able to achieve a high sound
quality that surpasses the work of professionals with huge
machines, and low cost. The Nexus combines traditional
keyboard mechanics and a digital processor with four
high-brightness LCD displays. This approach allows you
to concentrate on playing or listening to recordings. As a
result, the synthesizer has the longest battery life of any
compact commercial synthesizer. With just one button,
Nexi has all the features you want, including the ability to
connect and control your computer or laptop via USB.
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Nixon Imaging has created a user-friendly multi-profile
program that allows you to create impressive 3D
modeling using a variety of devices - from smartphones
to professional 3D printers. The program also has tools
for multi-user work. In this case, up to 25 users at a time
are available to users, as well as a number of tools for
adjusting and improving model parameters, such as
polygon add-on, various calibrations and filters, changing
image rendering parameters, universal text editing tools,
and much more. NIXON Imaging is a two-dimensional
models with a working field of 100 x 100 mm, moved at
the touch of a button. The model can be scaled up by
using multiple displays or additional input devices. Each
monitor can display a picture with one of four input
devices (including a tablet PC) connected in graphics
mode. Importing DXF files can be done with a wide
variety of devices. NX Cinema will help you create
videos using applications designed for the film industry.
The remote control for NX CINEMA allows you to
control video viewing and editing functions, receive
scene data, and also perform many others
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